
The development phase, which encompasses 

advanced subsurface studies and e�cient 

execution and delivery of development projects 

to drive resource maturation and monetisation, 

is another pivotal facet of upstream operations. 

Within the next three years, more than 45 

upstream projects are expected to be executed; 

four Central Processing Platforms (CPPs) are 

projected to be fabricated; three onshore 

facilities are expected to be constructed and 

approximately 1,130 km of pipelines are 

expected to be fabricated and installed. In this 

area, PETRONAS and the PACs expect OGSE 

and industry players to provide the essential 

products and services required to drive the 

success of these development projects to be on 

time, on budget, on scope and on value 

(OTOBOSOV).
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iG@P is a dynamic open innovation portal

and online crowdsourcing platform that 

provides stakeholders with o�-the-shelf, 

easy-to-access and diverse technology 

solutions. It facilitates the swift co-creation, 

deployment and partnership of technological 

advancements for operational excellence at 

PETRONAS.

iG@P: An Overview

iG@P provides an online platform for technology 

providers to submit solutions. These submissions 

undergo rigorous evaluation by Subject Matter 

Experts for suitability within PETRONAS' 

operations.

Technology Submission and 
Evaluation Process:

iG@P is aimed at enhancing operational 

excellence, encompassing aspects such as asset 

integrity, data management, energy e�ciency

and more. It caters to diverse needs across the 

Upstream, Gas, Downstream and Gentari 

businesses.

Enhancing Operational Excellence:
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Strategic Focus Areas

PETRONAS' technology agenda 

focuses on three key areas: Future 

Positioning (FP), Competitive Edge (CE) 

and Operational Excellence (OE). In the 

realm of FP and CE, the emphasis is on 

pursuing technological advancement 

through innovative and fast-paced 

research and development (R&D) 

e�orts. Conversely, OE places its focus 

on tapping into the knowledge of 

established and mature solution 

partners through the Innovation 

Gateway @ PETRONAS (iG@P).

Innovation Gateway
@ PETRONAS: Driving
Technological Evolution
At PETRONAS, we see technology as a strategic di�erentiator to help us stay ahead.
Innovation Gateway @ PETRONAS (iG@P) is PETRONAS' pioneering initiative, leveraging 
technology to drive competitive advantage and innovation. It acts as a crucial bridge, 
connecting operational challenges to cutting-edge solutions.

iG@P envisions an integrated, engaging platform 

that holistically manages technological ideas and 

solutions, creating a unified ecosystem conducive 

for secure tech submissions.

Future Vision for iG@P:

iG@P safeguards the intellectual property of 

submissions, ensuring the secure submission

of ideas and solutions from technology 

providers, instilling confidence and trust in

the process.

Protection of Intellectual Property:
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Solutioning
Co-Creation for Operational

Excellence Needs

Collaboration within iG@P fosters a sharing 

environment among technology providers, 

R&D and asset teams, ensuring the 

co-creation of the most suitable 

technological solutions for operational needs.

Collaboration and Knowledge Sharing:
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Upstream Downstream

Gas Gentari An online portal to receive and assess technology 

solution submissions; creating a transparent, 

responsive and traceable process.

Structured and Transparent:

Benefits of iG@P

Join us and start your iG@P journey at 

https://innovation.petronas.com


